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Significance: 

Historian: 

Spanning the Milwaukee River and the Chicago, Milwaukee 
and St. Paul Railroad, carrying traffic from East North 
Avenue in the city of Milwaukee, Milwaukee County, 
Wisconsin 

UTM: 
Quad: 

1921 

16.427200.4767660 
Milwaukee 

J. C. Pinney 

City of Milwaukee 

Pedestrian and vehicular traffic 

The North Avenue Viaduct is one of Milwaukee's largest 
spans. Designed by J. C. Pinney, the reinforced 
concrete bridge employs a complex open spandrel, 
ribbed arch support system. The structure originally 
contained detailed neoclassical ornamentation and 
large comfort stations at either end. All have since 
been removed. The viaduct provides an extremely 
important Milwaukee River crossing for the north end 
of the city, linking residential areas with the 
business districts. The bridge's design and 
construction is typical, state of the art for this 
time period. 

Edwin Cordes 
Wisconsin Historic Bridges Recording Project 
Summer 1987 
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HISTORICAL DOCUMENTATION 

The North Avenue Viaduct, built "by the city of Milwaukee in 1921, carries 
traffic from East North Avenue across the Milwaukee River Valley. The 
extremely long span consists of several sections, including three open spandrel 
ribbed arches which cross the Milwaukee. River. While the bridge is not of 
novel design or construction, it serves as one of northern Milwaukee's most 
vital links. The site has contained three previous bridges and joins the west 
side residential areas with the eastside and the downtown business district. 

DESCRIPTION 

The North Avenue Viaduct spans a total distance of 1,385 feet. Retaining 
walls, plate girders and concrete trestle approaches, however, comprise 865 
feet of the total distance. Three ribbed arch spans cross the Milwaukee River 
on the east side of the valley and average 158 feet from pier to pier. Total 
width of the structure is 60 feet, of which 40 feet is roadway and 10 feet on 
each side is walkways. A side approach, 600 feet long, connects the viaduct 
to the valley level on the south side, just west of the river. The span is 
level from its western edge to the railroad crossing, at which point it 
descends at a grade of approximately J%  to the east end.* 

The three arched river spans consist of two reinforced ribs 16 feet wide and 
spaced 12 feet, 6 inches apart. The roadway crosses the river 50 feet above 
the water line.2 The crown depth of each rib is three feet. The arches 
were constructed using a continuous pour of concrete with 1.5-inch reinforcing 
rods top and bottom, spaced 8 inches on center. Reinforcing consists of 
forty-eight 1.5-inch bars connected with .5-inch hooping in four sets of 
twelve bars. The piers and abutments are of hollow construction with concrete 
walls 30 inches thick.3 The deck of the bridge is carried on transverse 
bents of four columns, each rising from the ribs. Visually, the bridge can be 
divided into four sections: the concrete abutment and retaining wall spans, 
the concrete beam and slab constructed approach spans, a plate girder span 
over the railroad tracks for clearance, and the large ribbed arched river 
span.4 

The neoclassical design of the bridge was evident in the use of an archetypal 
cast concrete baluster railing.5 Over 3»000 balusters were cast, requiring 
the full time production of six men for the length of the project.^ 
Ornamental lamp posts and Bpandrel walls further exemplified this style. 
Spacious comfort stations were designed for both ends of the span in the 
abutment towers, with pavilions rising above the roadway and including a 
walkway beneath the structure.7 All decorative elements, including the 
comfort stations, have since been removed. 
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BRIDGE HISTORY 

The concrete viaduct, which presently spans the Milwaukee River at North 
Avenue, is not the first crossing at this site. City records tell of at least 
two previous bridges at North Avenue. The crossing proved to he a vital link 
for the city for at least two reasons.  Development west of the river on the 
north side of Milwaukee required a water main from downtown and a convenient 
route to the city from these areas was needed.^ 

The Milwaukee Common Council, after being petitioned, authorized the 
construction of the first bridge at the site on March 17, 1873* The primary 
purpose of the span was to carry a water main. The Committee on Bridges and 
the Commissioner of Public Works had determined that the construction of a 
bridge would cost only $10,000 more than laying the pipes in the river bed. 
By stating the purpose of the structure as a device to carry the water main, 
the committee was able to avoid the delays caused by state legislation. Total 
cost of the structure was $73,400, and the bridge was completed by September 
1874.9 

Rapid development brought a need for public transportation to these new 
residential areas. In 1890, the Milwaukee and Whitefish Bay Railway Company 
petitioned the city for a franchise to cross the North Avenue Bridge. The 
city engineer, after inspecting the bridge, reported that the span was not 
sufficiently strong enough to carry the weight of the streetcars and 
recommended it be replaced. The construction of a new steel truss bridge was 
completed in 1891, and the total cost was shared between the city and the 
railroad company.10 The four span bridge was 40 feet wide and carried 
traffic over the river at a height of 25 feet above water level. The truss 
bridge continued to serve its purpose until the erection of the present 
reinforced concrete structure and was used as a derrick platform and method 
for transporting raw materials during the construction of the new bridge.^ 

The first mention of plans to build a new viaduct was the announcement of a 
special election bond issue of $240,000 in April 1915. Two additional bonds 
were later issued for $200,000 apiece. The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul 
Railroad, over whose tracks the bridge would pass, was also directed to 
contribute $75*000.12 

The Public Works Commission hired James C. Pinney, the former Superintendent 
of Bridges and Public Buildings for the City of Milwaukee as the supervising 
engineer for the project. Pinney finished the designs and specifications for 
the viaduct by September 1919 and was paid $1,200 for this work. Under the 
general direction of Percy Braman, acting Commissioner of the Public Works 
Department, Pinney continued to supervise the construction.^5 
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CONSTRUCTION 

Construction of the viaduct commenced on July 20, 1920. On February 20 of 
that year, the contract, in the amount of $628,000, was awarded to the Klug 
and Smith Company, a local Milwaukee contracting firm. Earlier estimates on 
the project put the cost at around $390,000. Work was to "be completed within 
400 days of its start, under penalty of $500 per day extension fines. The 
bridge was completed on December 1, 1921, and opened to traffic on the 15th of 
that month. During construction, a pedestrian crossing was provided "by a 
temporary pile trestle bridge, built "by the city 200 feet upstream.H 

The two river piers were completed to the springing lines of the arched ribs 
by the end of December 1920. The City Commissioner of Public Works had 
requested that work be carried on continuously until the springing point had 
been reached, so that the water could be raised to allow the local ice 
companies to obtain their usual winter harvest. Work progressed from this 
point on without any major delay,1° 

Approximately 1,500,000 board feet of lumber was used to construct the shoring 
and form work for the approaches and ribbed spans. Timber was not used in 
construction of the centering for the three main arches. Instead, it was 
decided that a reusable steel truss centering device would be more economical. 
Three sets of three trusses each were designed, fabricated and erected on the 
site. They were positioned on steel sills composed of three 12-inch I-beams. 
After the concrete had set in the southern rib form, the entire Bteel truss 
centering was lowered and rolled on I-beams, 28 feet to the north and placed 
so the other rib could be oast. The total procedure required about ten hours 
of work.1? 

PLANT INSTALLATION 

As in all large scale construction jobs of that period, a large mixing and 
contractor's plant was established near the site. The North Avenue Viaduct 
plant was located on the west bank of the river, just south of the construction 
site, A railroad track provided easy access for raw material deliveries. A 
large hauling cable (1,300 feet long) and hoisting engine were used to maneuver 
the railroad cars, eliminating the need for a switching engine.1*3 

Two outdoor storage piles contained approximately 1,000 cubic yards of sand 
and 2,000 cubic yards of broken stone at all times. Two large protected wooden 
storage bins, located near the piles, elevated the sand and gravel for dumping 
into the mixer. Adjoining the bins was a wooden contractor's shed which 
contained the boiler room, the cement storage room, and the mixing room. The 
150-horsepower boiler was used not only to power two hoisting engines, but 
also to heat the mixing concrete during the winter months, preventing 
freeze-ups in the cement shoots. The large amounts of water used in mixing 
was supplied by the city and pumped into a holding tank designed especially 
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for the job. The tank was capable of discharging 40 gallons, the required 
amount per mix, in 10 seconds.19 An approximate list of materials used in 
construction of the North Avenue Viaduct includes:20 

Excavation 18,200 cubic yards 
Concrete 16,000 cubic yards 
Structural Steel 182 tons 
Form work/lumber 1,500,000 board feet 

The concrete was prepared inside the contractor's shed, using a 1-yard steam 
Smith Tilting Drum mixer. After proper mixing, the concrete was discharged 
into a hoisting bucket, which was then raised to the top of a 220-foot-high 
Insley steel spouting tower. Once the cement reached the top of the tower, it 
was spouted in the direction it was needed through shoots suspended from cables 
attached to the tower. Two auxiliary towers of lesser height were used to 
send the concrete up to 600 feet from the mixing station. The bottom 40 feet 
of the east auxiliary tower, remains cemented in the finished structure. A 
wooden derrick and 60-foot boom attached to the tower made spouting longer 
distances easier. The record for a single day's production in the mixing plant 
was 350 cubic yards of concrete.21 

Work progressed continuously on the piers and abutments until the springing 
line of the main arches was reached. The southern ribs were completed first, 
pouring alternately at different points to bring about a balanced load. Five 
days were required to pour one entire set of ribs.22 The average daily work 
force was about 100 men. ¥hen large volumes of concrete were poured, the work 
force swelled to nearly 350 men. For much of the project, three eight-hour 
shifts were run seven days a week, with overtime paid by the city.2* 
On-site supervision was the responsibility of two superintendents and the 
contracting engineer.24 

J. C. PINNEY 

The principal designer for the North Avenue Viaduct project, James Charles 
Pinney, was a locally well-known and respected engineer. Born in Sturgeon 
Bay, Wisconsin in October 1882, he soon moved with his family to Fargo, North 
Dakota, After graduating from Fargo College, he returned to the state to 
study civil engineering at the University of Wisconsin. Pinney graduated in 
1910 with a C. B. degree and took a job as professor of structural engineering 
at Marquette University in Milwaukee. From 1912 to 1917, he served as 
Superintendent of Bridges and Public Buildings for the city of Milwaukee and, 
after that, as dean of the College of Engineering at Marquette. Besides his 
involvement with the North Avenue Viaduct project, the engineer is also 
credited with designing Southview Hospital and a number of the city's bascule 
bridges. J. C. Pinney was president of the Engineers Society of Wisconsin, 
and a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Western Society of 
Engineers, the American Association of Engineers, and the Engineering Society 
of Milwaukee.25 
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7 J. C. Pinney's original construction drawings - located in the City Bureau 
of Bridges and Public Buildings, the city of Milwaukee Municipal Building. 

8 "North Avenue Historical Data." A bound volume located in the Bureau of 
Bridges and Public Buildings, city of Milwaukee Municipal Building. 
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